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a b s t r a c t

It has recently become clear that alcohol addiction might be related to a brain dysfunction, in which a
genetic background and environmental factors shape brain mechanisms involved with alcohol consump-
tion. Craving, a major component determining relapses in alcohol abuse has been linked to abnormal
activity in the orbitofrontal cortex, dorsal anterior cingulated cortex (dACC) and amygdala. We report
the results of a patient who underwent rTMS targeting the dACC using a double cone coil in an attempt to
suppress very severe intractable alcohol craving. Functional imaging studies consisting of fMRI and resting
state EEG were performed before rTMS, after successful rTMS and after unsuccessful rTMS with relapse.
Craving was associated with EEG beta activity and connectivity between the dACC and PCC in the patient
in comparison to a healthy population, which disappeared after successful rTMS. Cue induced worsening
ubstance abuse
TMS
MRI

of craving pre-rTMS activated the ACC-vmPFC and PCC on fMRI, as well as the nucleus accumbens area,
and lateral frontoparietal areas. The nucleus accumbens, ACC-vmPFC and PCC activation disappeared on
fMRI following successful rTMS. Relapse was associated with recurrence of ACC and PCC EEG activity,
but in gamma band, in comparison to a healthy population. On fMRI nucleus accumbens, ACC and PCC
activation returned to the initial activation pattern. A pathophysiological approach is described to sup-
press alcohol craving temporarily by rTMS directed at the anterior cingulate. Linking functional imaging

ity su
Crow
changes to craving intens

lmost everyone in the Western world has ever used alcohol in
is/her life (92%) [5]. Alcohol dependence and/or abuse are a preva-

ent problem, affecting 8.5% of US citizens [8]. Alcohol dependence,
lso known as alcoholism, is a condition characterized by impaired
ontrol over drinking, compulsive drinking, preoccupation with
rinking, tolerance to alcohol and/or withdrawal symptoms. Thus,

n alcohol dependence there is a persistent use of alcohol despite
roblems related to the use of the substance. Alcohol abuse is a con-
ition that is characterized by failure to fulfill major role obligations
t work, school, or home, interpersonal social and legal problems,

nd/or drinking in hazardous situations.

It has recently become clear that alcohol addiction might be
elated to a brain dysfunction, in which a genetic background and
nvironmental factors shape brain mechanisms involved with alco-
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ggests this approach warrants further exploration.
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hol consumption [11]. The dopaminergic and opioidergic reward
system is the major player in the pathophysiology of alcohol
addiction [11]. Craving, a major component determining relapses
in alcohol abuse has been linked to abnormal activity in the
orbitofrontal cortex, dorsal anterior cingulated cortex (dACC) and
amygdala [11]. The involvement of the anterior cingulate in alcohol
craving has been demonstrated by positron emission tomography
[12], and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [21] which
is modulated by the dopamine D2 receptor TAQ1A allele [13]. The
ACC, extended to the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), striatum and
posterior insula is also related to relapses in alcohol abuse [20]. The
PCC involvement in alcohol dependency and relapse has also been
shown with PET scan [20]. Furthermore the anatomical connec-
tivity as measured by diffusion tensor imaging between the ACC
and PCC in alcohol dependency is decreased along the superior
cingulate fibers in contrast to the inferior cingulate bundle, which
remains intact [16].
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a non-invasive tech-
nique used to modulate activity and connectivity in the brain [18].
Typically TMS is applied with a figure-of-eight coil. TMS modulates
the superficial cortical areas directly but has an indirect effect on
remote areas functionally connected to the stimulated area.

d. All rights reserved.
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Repetitive TMS (rTMS) has been used to reduce craving in
icotine [1] and cocaine [17] addiction, or to reduce cigarette
onsumption without a decrease in craving [6]. A recent study
emonstrated that rTMS can suppress alcohol craving as well [15].
hese studies were performed using a figure-of-eight coil tar-
eting dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) [17]. rTMS of the
LPFC is known to increase the release of dopamine in the nucleus
ccumbens [7], caudate nucleus [10] and to modulate dopamine
elease in the subgenual anterior cingulated cortex (sACC) and the
rbitofrontal cortex [3]. However, a recent study using PET revealed
hat frontal TMS using a double-cone coil can modulate both dorsal
nd subcallosal ACC as well as a number of more distal cortical areas
9]. Thus this coil can be used in an attempt to suppress alcohol
raving as well by potentially targeting the dACC.

We hereby report the temporary abolishment of alcohol crav-
ng in an alcohol dependent woman by double cone coil rTMS and
emonstrate the associated neurobiological changes with source
nalyzed EEG and fMRI.

A 48 years old women, married to a nurse, with one daughter of
0 years old presents at the BRAI2N clinic with a problem of alco-
ol addiction since her youth, without any other substance abuse,
or major psychiatric comorbity. The patient initiated treatment
n an outpatient basis with one of the authors (GD) in Decem-
er 2006. At that time she reported having already an extensive
istory of alcohol dependence problems and at least one prior inpa-
ient treatment episode. Daily, heavy alcohol use started at age 25
nd retrospectively first symptoms of dependence were present as
rom age 35. She has a positive family history of alcoholism (mother
nd father). The typical drinking pattern is that of binge episodes
hich can take from several days to several weeks of daily alco-
ol consumption. These episodes are associated with aggression
ith amnesia, mood and sleep problems followed by withdrawal

ymptoms on arresting alcohol intake. This ends with total loss
f control and urgent interventions (hospitalization). These peri-
ds are followed by longer (getting shorter last years) periods of
bstinence of which the longest in the last five years was a period
f 6 months. As from 2006 the patient was treated with all cur-
ently available medications that have been proven to be effective
ithin the treatment of alcohol dependence. Initially a longstand-

ng period of disulfiram (200 mg daily, under supervision) proved to
e effective and resulted in a 6-month abstinence period. However,
ue to neurological complications (polyneuropathy, type sensi-
ive), this had to be stopped. Following this and in view of the high
raving reported by patient and her family, anticraving medication
as started. Both acamprosate (initially 2 × 2 and later increased

o 3 mg × 2 mg × 333 mg daily) and naltrexone (50 mg/daily) were
sed for an extensive period of time (longer than 3-months). For
oth the medications the effect was similar; reduction of craving
ithin the first 6 weeks after initiation followed by a rebound of

eelings of craving with subsequent relapse in alcohol-use and loss
f control. In addition to the pharmacological treatment extensive
sychosocial treatment was offered both on an outpatient and an

npatient basis. These also only yielded a temporary success.
In the months prior to the TMS patient followed a day care (5

ays a week) behavioral treatment program focusing on relapse
revention and maintaining abstinence. Weekly, randomized,
reathalyzer and urine screening indicated that patient succeeded

n maintaining abstinence both from alcohol as illicit drug or ben-
odiazepine use. However, ultimately patient relapsed in drinking
outs, which continued for two months after the day treatment was
nded. During these two months patient was drinking excessively

wo to three times weekly (as confirmed by collateral informa-
ion) and was ultimately referred for a TMS trial. Upon starting this
rial, patient was in an active drinking period. However, no clini-
ally significant withdrawal symptoms were present, which was in
ine with the typical drinking pattern of this patient; high levels of
Letters 496 (2011) 5–10

craving, relapse in binge drinking with high BAC but no manifest
withdrawal symptoms.

When presenting at the BRAI2N neuromodulation clinic, a
sLORETA EEG is performed, to analyze spontaneous electrical brain
activity as well as functional connectivity and to rule out epileptic
activity, a contraindication for rTMS. An fMRI is performed using
images of alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages as a cue.

The patient underwent three fMRI sessions and three EEG ses-
sions at different time points: (1) before the rTMS session (2)
directly after the rTMS session and (3) after relapse. For the fMRI
results comparisons were made between the three time points.
For EEG a source localized comparison using sLORETA was made
between a normative database (the Brain Research Laboratories
(BRL), New York University) and respectively before rTMS, directly
after rTMS and after relapse. Also a source localized comparison
was made between pre and post rTMS. In addition, connectivity
analysis was conducted pre and post rTMS. Details on the method
can be found in the supplementary materials.

Blood alcohol volume was asked on random days during the
stimulation period by using a breathalyzer test (AlcoScan AL-7000).
We opted to pick random days, so that patients would not expect
this.

TMS is performed using a super rapid stimulator (Magstim Inc,
Wales, UK) with a double-cone coil (DDC) (P/N 9902-00; Magstim
Co. Ltd) placed over medial frontal cortex (1.5 cm anterior to 1/3
of the distance from the nasion–inion) [4]. The intensity of the
stimulation is fixed at 50% machine output in tonic mode. This is
done because TMS with the double cone coil at high intensities
is very unpleasant for the patient, more so than figure of eight
coil stimulation. Furthermore it has been shown that the excita-
tory measurements of one specific cortex cannot be generalized to
the excitability of the whole cortex [10], and TMS motor thresholds
cannot be assumed to be a guide to visual [1] and auditory [5] cortex
excitability. The patient perceived stimulation at 1 Hz consisting of
600 pulses.

The resting state EEG when the patient scores her craving at 9/10
(but sober, 0‰) is compared to the BRL normative database and
demonstrates increased beta (22–23 Hz) activity in the patient in
the right ACC and right insula as well as in the left PCC (Fig. 1). There
is also bilateral gamma (31–35 Hz) hyperactivity in the patient
in comparison to the normative database. Functional connectiv-
ity analysis, based on lagged phase synchronization, demonstrates
increased synchronized beta and gamma activity in the patient’s
addicted brain, with the strongest functional beta connection
between the PCC and the dACC, the two areas which are hyperactive
in comparison to the healthy population (Fig. 2). fMRI, analyzing
evoked activity by alcohol cues, demonstrates BOLD activation in
almost the same areas as the spontaneous beta activity, suggesting
that the hyperactive vmPFC/ACC and PCC are further activated by
seeing alcoholic beverages in contrast to non-alcoholic beverages.
There is also a BOLD activation of the right nucleus accumbens and
left frontal cortex (Fig. 3).

rTMS is initiated at 1 Hz with a double cone coil in an attempt
to target the dACC. Daily sessions of 30 min are performed for 3
weeks (Fig. 1S). When initiated the VAS for alcohol craving is 9/10
and Blood alcohol volume of 2.85‰. After 2–6 days of rTMS, this
result in a drop of craving to 1/10 and Blood alcohol volume of
0‰ and remains stable during the TMS sessions. The stimulation is
continued for 2 more weeks followed by a new EEG and fMRI.

The resting state EEG when the patient scores her craving at
1/10 is compared to the BRL normative database and demonstrates

decreased beta (22–23 Hz) activity in the patient in the right ACC
at the same location where before rTMS hyperactivity was noted
(Fig. 1). The same is noted for the right insula, albeit that the location
is minimally more posterior. Gamma band activity is less than in
healthy people in the sgACC-nucleus accumbens region. Pre versus
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Fig. 1. Resting State EEG comparing patient to a BRL Norm group for respectively 22 Hz (top panel), 23 Hz (central panel) and 31–35 Hz (lower panel) before and after rTMS.

Fig. 2. Functional connectivity for beta (top panels) and gamma (bottom panels) band frequency before (threshold 4.18 and 5.57, respectively) and after (threshold 2.60 and
3.46, respectively) rTMS.
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Fig. 3. fMRI activation in different anatomical locations at three time points: (1) before the rTMS session (PRE), (2) directly after the rTMS session (TMS) and (3) after relapse
(POST) when comparing picture cues of alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages (ALC versus BEV). In the middle panel, anatomical locations in which the fMRI activity during
ALC was larger than during BEV when comparing session 1 with session 2 are shown in red, overlaid on a 3D rendered anatomical image. Conversely, anatomical locations
in which the fMRI activity during ALC was smaller than during BEV when comparing session 1 with session 2 are shown in green, overlaid on a 3D rendered anatomical
image. The bargraphs show the fMRI activity (expressed by the mean percent MR signal change) for (A) the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), (B) the right superior
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emporal gyrus (STG), (C) the right ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC), (D) the le
refrontal cortex (DMPFC), (G) the left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC), (H) t
he left anterior cingulated cortex (vmPFC/ACC) in the three sessions. Bars show th
re not shown on the 3D rendered anatomical image.

ost-TMS on the resting state EEG revealed decreased activity in the
eta 1, beta 2 and gamma after TMS demonstrating, respectively
ecreased activity in the bilateral posterior insula (beta 2), pregen-
al ACC (beta 3) and anterior (beta 2) and retrosplenial (gamma)
CC (Fig. 3S). Functional connectivity is still increased post TMS
or gamma but not for beta, with maximal synchronized activity
etween the (now suppressed) PCC and the (suppressed) sgACC-
ucleus accumbens area (Fig. 2). The fMRI does not demonstrate
OLD activation anymore in the PCC and ACC (Fig. 3) and nucleus

ccumbens is not activated anymore on fMRI when seeing images
f alcohol.

The patient has not developed any signs or symptoms of with-
rawal and craving remains suppressed for 3 more months. She
an go to a grocery store and walk through the alcohol department
itofrontal cortex (OLF), (E) the left intraparietal sulcus (IPS), (F) the left dorsomedial
t nucleus accumbens (Nc. ACC), (I*) the left posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and (J*)
n percent signal change, the error bars the standard deviation. Note that I* and J*

without wanting to buy any bottle, a feat, which she has not been
able to do ever. Three months after the rTMS session she reports
back to the neuromodulation clinic with a relapsing crave for alco-
hol. Three months after the rTMS session she reports back to the
neuromodulation clinic with a relapsing crave for alcohol (Blood
alcohol volume of 1.90‰) l. One week of rTMS is re-initiated (Blood
alcohol volume of 0‰). Three weeks later she relapses again (Blood
alcohol volume of 1.45‰) followed by a new rTMS session. Finally
she becomes non-responsive to the treatment and is hospitalized

again after a binge event with a near lethal dose of alcohol. When
the patient relapses there is abnormal gamma band activity, in
comparison to the BRL norm group, in overlapping areas: nucleus
accumbens-subgenual ACC, pregenual ACC and PCC (Fig. 2S). A
post-relapse fMRI (see Fig. 3) demonstrates activity patterns sim-
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lar to the pre-rTMS state for the medial brain structures, i.e. the
ucleus accumbens, ACC and PCC, but not for the lateral brain areas.

The most remarkable outcome of this study is the beautiful
orrelation between the functional imaging data and the clini-
al picture. When the patient is craving for alcohol, her brain is
haracterized by beta activity in the ACC and PCC in comparison
o non-addicted brains, and these areas are phase synchronized
lagged), meaning co-activated. Normally these areas demonstrate
oncerted activity as well [14], but in this patient the functional
onnectivity between these two parts of the cingulate cortex is
arkedly increased for beta activity. However an anatomical con-

ectivity study demonstrates that the superior cingulum bundle is
egenerated in people with alcohol dependency [16]. This seem-

ngly contradictory finding could hypothetically be explained by
hronic hyperactivity related excitotoxic degeneration. The fMRI
ndings almost perfectly match the resting state (craving) activity
f the brain: evoking an even stronger craving by presenting images
f alcoholic beverages (in contrast to non-alcoholic beverages) acti-
ates the same areas that are already hyperactive in comparison to
non-alcoholic population even more.

The activity and functional connectivity changes might be
ausally related to the craving, as these neural correlates change
fter rTMS when craving is absent. The same anterior cingulate and
nsular areas that were hyperactive during craving are less active in
he same frequencies in comparison to a non-addictive population
ost-rTMS, when craving almost absent. But the sgACC-nucleus
ccumbens area demonstrates less gamma activity than a normal
opulation as well, suggesting that the double cone rTMS does

nfluence the reward system. This nucleus accumbens and sgACC
hange is confirmed by the fMRI data, which yield a much better
patial resolution. This sgACC suppression is in accordance with
he PET study performed during rTMS with a similar coil targeting
he same region [9]. The functional connectivity changes accord-
ngly, and the strongest connectivity changes from PCC–dACC to
CC–sgACC. Hypothetically the most dominant information trans-
ission at rest seems to switch from the degenerated superior to

he non-degenerated inferior cingulum bundle. Based on functional
onnectivity data obtained by resting state fMRI this correlated
ctivity between the PCC and the sgACC is normal as well [14].
ost TMS it is interesting that the dominant phase synchroniza-
ion occurs between the normalized PCC and the hypofunctioning
gACC-nucleus accumbens region. Functional MRI demonstrates
hat the images of alcoholic beverages do not evoke activation
f the PCC and accumbens-sgACC anymore but more widespread
ctivation. It would be of interest to see whether this activation
attern is similar in a non-addicted population. However at this
tage it is impossible to state with certainty whether the changes
n brain activity and brain connectivity are related to the rTMS, the
ecrease in alcohol intake or the decrease in craving. Studying a

arger group of patients and performing correlation analyses might
elp to solve this conundrum, as might be path modeling studies
n larger groups of patients.

The patient finally relapsed even though she had continued
TMS sessions. Two possible explanations can be proposed for this.
he first is that the treatment was placebo, as it is known that
raving is placebo-sensitive. Even though placebo cannot be ruled
ut as the mechanism that caused the transient improvement, it
s unlikely that the sham effect took 2–4 days to develop, with a
ifferent time course for morning, midday and evening craving,
ithout developing any withdrawal symptoms and that it lasted

or a couple of months (Fig. 1S). It is more likely that the patient

abituated to the stimulation, an effect well known in electrical
timulation [4]. In addition, it might be that the rTMS effect is a
on-specific effect, in view of the fact that the patient had a tran-
ient craving reduction with every treatment that had been tried in
he past. A second explanation could be that whereas the applied

[

[
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stimulation was adapted to the brain state at the beginning of the
treatment, the same stimulation was not adapted for the brain state
after the rTMS sessions. It is well known that TMS effects are brain
state dependent [2,19], and the brain state at relapse is different
than before rTMS was initiated even though the clinical picture
is similar, i.e. high craving. A further argument for this hypoth-
esis can be derived from the fact that the lateral brain areas are
differentially activated post-relapse even though the clinical pic-
ture is similar. Therefore applying the same stimulation pattern
targeting the same area might not be warranted. A more dynam-
ical adaptive stimulation design might be required to solve this
problem.

A pathophysiological approach is described to suppress alcohol
craving by rTMS directed at the anterior cingulate. Linking func-
tional imaging changes to craving intensity suggests this approach
warrants further exploration.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.neulet.2011.03.074.
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